THE   SPANISH WAR
strong party down into the town to try to cut us off
Our decision was not long to take   We had come to visit
Amorebieta, not to capture it from a Red garrison, and
so we retired up the hill, pursued every time we had
to cross the open by that annoying whistle of bullets
Though one may know that the fire is inaccurate, that
the bullets are really yards away, yet the impression is
definitely unpleasant, and all the more so when one's back
is turned to the direction of fire.  As we were a large party
I waited with two or three others and allowed half our
number go to on ahead, and then, one after the other, we
made our little spurts across the open and dodged from
tree to tree, feeling rather out of breath and rather self-
conscious    All this time it was raining hard, and as we
had an eight-mile trudge back to our cars we were all
rather tired by the time we got back to Vitoria, then our
base
The other adventure was when very late one night a
small party of journalists, including Mr. Massock, of the
Associated Press, IvL Max Massot, of Le Journal, M
Georges Botto, of the Haras Agency, and myself were
returning from the front on Mount Jatta with our in-
separable guide, Captain Aguilera.   We had lost sight of
Captain Aguilera's white car, one of the most tempera-
mental cars I have ever seen   It either rushed ahead at
some seventy miles an hour, taking corners in hair-raising
style, or else it sulked and the whole line of Press cars was
reduced to following it at not much faster than a walking
pace.  That night, though, it was in a hurry and had got
far ahead.  We had just skirted the base of the Vizcargui
hills and were approaching the Monte Calvo, a sector we
knew almost by heart, when we saw three red rockets go
up from the Nationalist front line, which at that point
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